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The all-new Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition introduces Star Wars™ to Disney Infinity, the best-selling “hybrid toy / video game” of 2014, and the only game where players can experience characters from Disney, Disney•Pixar, Marvel and Star Wars and play with them together. With fully immersive Play Sets and new Toy Box Expansion Games, Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition offers a wider variety of gameplay than ever before.

WAYS TO PLAY

IMMERSIVE PLAY SETS – Star Wars, Disney•Pixar and Marvel Play Sets introduce epic adventures and immersive gameplay. Each Play Set is story-driven and provides players a multi-level, true-to-property experience.

• Star Wars™ Twilight of the Republic – Developed by Ninja Theory, in partnership with Avalanche Software, players join Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker and his trusty Padawan Ahsoka Tano on an intergalactic adventure to uncover secret plots, defeat villains and to bring peace back to the galaxy. Featuring an original story set in the Episodes I-III timeline, players will travel through four iconic locations, use the Force™ and Lightsabers™ in epic battles, and master their combat skills.

• Star Wars™ Rise Against the Empire – Developed by Studio Gobo, in partnership with Avalanche Software, the Play Set takes players through the iconic moments and adventures from the original Star Wars trilogy Episodes IV-VI, including the characters, vehicles and locations. Embark on galaxy-spanning missions with legendary Jedi Luke Skywalker, Rebel leader Princess Leia Organa, heroic smuggler Han Solo and his trusty co-pilot Chewbacca to help defeat Darth Vader and overthrow the evil Galactic Empire.

• Star Wars™: The Force Awakens™ – Available on December 18, players will travel to a galaxy far, far away alongside new heroes and old friends in search for a much-needed ally. Playable characters include Finn, a soldier on a path to adventure and danger, and Rey, a true survivor who is resourceful and capable. Both will join Poe Dameron, the trusted pilot of the Resistance who uses his expert flying skills to travel the galaxy, and Kylo Ren, an enforcer for the First Order who terrorizes the galaxy with devious acts.

• Disney•Pixar’s Inside Out – A cooperative puzzle-solving platformer set after the events of the newest Disney•Pixar film, Inside Out. When Riley’s mind becomes troubled, it’s up to her Emotions to work together to help her. Joy, Fear, Anger, Disgust and Sadness must use each of their unique skills to defeat Subconscious swamp monsters, outwit
mind workers, collect memories, and navigate the ever-changing landscape of Imagination Land. Step inside Headquarters and help the crew of Emotions guide Riley back to a happy life in her new home.

- Marvel Battlegrounds – Developed by United Front Games, in partnership with Avalanche Software, Marvel Battlegrounds is the first Play Set to feature a new four-player, arcade brawler style of gameplay. Available in March 2016, Marvel Battlegrounds will feature an original Marvel storyline and Hulkbuster, Ultron and Captain America – The First Avenger, a new version of Captain America with a new pose, costume and enhanced abilities. Additional Marvel Battlegrounds figures will be announced in the coming months.

**TOY BOX MODE** – Every adventure begins in the Toy Box. An enhanced Toy Box interface makes it easier for players to choose from a variety of family-friendly gameplay options – from platform, racing and farming simulation games – and activities to inspire players to create their own worlds in the Toy Box. Players can either venture into a Play Set, or partake in short campaigns before creating their own Toy Box world. Creating and sharing their one-of-a-kind levels and mini-games with family and friends has never been easier with improved editing tools and linking system. Players can also summon Townspeople Sidekicks to accomplish feats, attack enemies or help them build in the Toy Box.

**TOY BOX EXPANSION GAMES** – The newly enhanced Toy Box will feature two new adventure games that players can play in and customize using unlocked toys, gadgets and any in-game character from across the Disney Infinity universe, including characters from Disney Infinity (1.0 Edition) and Disney Infinity (2.0 Edition).

- **Toy Box Speedway** – Rev up and race with favorite Disney, Disney•Pixar, Marvel and Star Wars characters and vehicles in the first-ever Disney Infinity Speedway across nine-themed tracks through three tournament cups, and see which is the fastest toy in the box.

- **Toy Box Takeover** – Enlist the help of friends, family and Disney, Disney•Pixar, Marvel and Star Wars characters and Power Discs to help save the Toy Box from the bad guys. Outsmart, outmaneuver and defeat enemies in six action-packed levels across five themed worlds.

**GAMEPLAY FEATURES**
• **Crossover Characters** – Earn the right to play as any *Star Wars* character by collecting their legacy coins in each *Star Wars* Play Set.
• **Play Together** – Easy drop-in/drop-out functionality allows kids and families to join in and play together at any time.
• **Create and Share** – Share Toy Box creations with friends online and download and play Toy Boxes created by the *Disney Infinity* community.
• **Forward Compatibility** – All *Disney Infinity* figures, toys and Power Discs are compatible with the *Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition* Toy Box -- stats and upgrades intact.
• **Power Discs** – New sets of Power Discs will be available in labeled franchise-specific packs of four for *Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition* to power-up character abilities, customize a Toy Box, or unlock new gadgets, costumes and team attacks

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

The *Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition* Starter Pack includes:

- 1 *Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition* video game software
- 2 *Star Wars* figures: Ahsoka Tano and Anakin Skywalker
- 1 *Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition* Base
- 1 *Star Wars*: Twilight of the Republic Play Set piece
- 1 Web Code card (unlocks content for PC/mobile)
- MSRP: $64.99

The following standalone Play Sets, figures and Power Discs are each sold separately and available now for *Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition*:

**Play Sets:**
- *Star Wars* Twilight of the Republic (MSRP: $34.99)
- *Star Wars* Rise Against the Empire (MSRP: $34.99)
- *Disney•Pixar’s* Inside Out (MSRP: $34.99)

**Toy Box Expansion Games:**
- Toy Box Takeover (MSRP: $19.99)
- Toy Box Speedway (MSRP: $19.99)

**Figures:**
- *Star Wars* Twilight of the Republic character figures Yoda and Obi-Wan Kenobi (MSRP: $13.99 each)
- *Star Wars Rebels™* character figures Kanan Jarrus, Ezra Bridger, Sabine Wren and Zeb Orrelios (MSRP: $13.99 each)
- *Disney•Pixar’s* *Inside Out* character figures Sadness, Disgust and Fear (MSRP: $13.99 each)
• Disney character figures Mickey, Minnie, Mulan, Olaf, Sam Flynn and Quorra from “Tron: Legacy” (MSRP: $13.99 each)

Power Discs:
• Star Wars Twilight of the Republic Power Disc Pack (MSRP $9.99)
• Star Wars Rise Against The Empire Power Disc Pack (MSRP $9.99)
• Tomorrowland Power Disc Pack (MSRP $9.99)

Other Configurations:
• Star Wars Twilight of the Republic Play Set (MSRP: $34.99) for players who choose to digitally download the Disney Infinity 3.0 Edition Software
• Star Wars Saga Bundle (MSRP $114.99) – Sony Exclusive until 12/31/15

Additional soon-to-be-released Play Sets and figures also include:

Play Sets:
• Star Wars™: The Force Awakens™ Play Set featuring Finn and Rey characters will be available on December 18 (MSRP: $34.99).
• Marvel Battlegrounds, the first Disney Infinity Play Set to feature four-player gameplay, featuring Hulkbuster Iron Man, Ultron, a new version of Captain America – The First Avenger and other Marvel characters that will be available in March 2016

Figures:
• Walt Disney Animation Studios’ Zootopia character figures Nick Wilde and Judy Hopps
• Disney•Pixar’s The Good Dinosaur character figure Spot.
• A limited edition set of Light FX Star Wars™ figures that light up when placed onto the Disney Infinity Base.

Power Discs:
• Star Wars: The Force Awakens themed Power Disc Pack (MSRP: $9.99)
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